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Book reviews
Pre- and Postnatal Development of the Human

Brain. Modem Problems in Paediatrics. Vol. 13.
Edited by S. R. Berenberg, Maria Caniaris, and
Nathalie P. Masse. (Pp. xiv + 359; 122 figures + 35
tables. £18.80.) Basle: Karger. 1974.
This book is a more or less verbatim account of the

transactions of a conference organized in 1972 by the
Macy Foundation jointly with the 'centre intemational
de l'enfance', in honour of Professor Robert Debre,
who himself suggested the theme of 'pre- and postnatal
development of the human brain.' The Foundation
brought together a most distinguished group of workers
in fields extending from biochemistry, through morpho-
logy, to clinical medicine and psychology, and was
noteworthy for the presence of the late Herbert Birch
and the late Bacon Chow (and for the absence of Dr.
John Dobbing.)
One must congratulate the editors for their services

as midwives in introducing the material presented at
the conference to the world at large, though a third stage
of 2 years is rather long for a book of this kind whose
major usefulness is in bringing the reader up-to-date
with the state of a given field of inquiry. In 359 pages
of clear though small print, the volume finds room for
28 papers divided into 6 sections entitled cell biology
and morphology, biochemistry, stimulation, nutrition,
electrophysiology, and behavioural components of
neurological development. These, with summaries
of the discussions that concluded each session, a table of
contents, a preface entitled 'homage to Professor Robert
Debre' by the president of the Foundation, and a useful
list of abbreviations, but no index, comprises the
contents. The papers are printed as given in English
and French, respectively.
With such a large number of contributions covering so

wide a field, the reviewer can only comment on the
value of the book as a whole for the general medical
reader and on those aspects of particular interest to
himself. In what might be called the preclinical sec-
tions, one is particularly impressed by the amount and
manifest quality of the work being done on the develop-
mental chemistry of the brain relating chemical con-
stitution to age and functional maturation. Equally
fascinating is the description by Rakic and Sidman of
the mechanisms of cell migration during development
and of the possible role of glial cell processes in pro-
viding guide lines for neurones as they leapfrog peri-
pherally to take up their final stations.
The clinical and behavioural sections are of equal

quality with particularly interesting accounts by Blake-
more of his work on the effects of visual disturbance
on the developing brain, by Birch on how to look at the

structural and functional implications of psychological
data about learning at various ages, and by Parmelee
on the ontogeny of sleep patterns.
At first glance this might be thought to be a book for

specialists in the various fields represented, but it will
in fact probably be of most value to the generalist
seeking to know what directions research has taken in the
investigation of the physical substrates of behaviour and
how this new knowledge interacts with clinical and
pyschological observations during human growth and
development. It is particularly recommended to
paediatricians and to psychologists working with
children.
We are all indebted to the Macy Foundation, the

editors, and to Karger for its production; but would it
perhaps have been cheaper, more-up-to-date, and less
cluttered if it had not been the edited record of a
conference but a book in its own right. Did the
conference really help the two sets of contributors to
find common ground? As Herbert Birch said in
introducing his contributions, we might perhaps make
better progress in this difficult field were chemists and
morphologists to be asked by physicians, psychiatrists,
and psychologists, who work with whole children, to
look for the structures and systems underlying behaviour
rather than for each discipline to pursue parallel studies
linked only by the diagonal of occasional multidis-
ciplinary conferences.

Permnatal Pharmacology. Problems and Priori-
ties. Edited by Joseph Dancis and Joseph C. Hwang.
(Pp. xii + 228; illustrated + tables. U.S. $23@10)
Amsterdam: North-Holland. 1974.
Research on the pharmacology of the fetus and new-

born has seemed to lag behind that on other aspects of
perinatal medicine. Technical and ethical considera-
tions are in part responsible, yet it is a vitally important
field, and a consideration of the problems and priorities
involved is to be welcomed. This volume is the result
of a meeting organized by the Perinatal Biology and
Infant Mortality Branch of the National Institute of
Child Health and Human Development held in Bethesda,
Maryland, in April, 1973. There were biochemists,
paediatricians, pharmacologists, and physiologists among
the 22 North American participants, and their papers
and discussions that followed are grouped in 5 sections.
The first deals with drug effects on tissue differentiation
at various stages of development, the second with drug
effects in tissue and organ culture, and the third with the
placenta and its role in drug metabolism. The fourth
section considers nutritive factors, covering such diverse
topics as the relevance of the vitamin responsive inborn
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408 Book reviews
errors of metabolism to perinatal pharmacology,
monosodium glutamate metabolism in the fetus and
newbom, mineral metabolism, and the effects of
ascorbic acid on drug-metabolizing systems; and the
final section describes short- and long-term effects of
opiates, ending with a discussion of the research goals in
developmental pharmacology.

This book is primarily for the research worker. Much
of the work presented concems experimental animals,
and because of differences in maturation of fetal enzymes
between the various species and the human, and the
role of the human placenta in drug metabolism, extra-
polation has to be made with care. Perhaps one of the
most interesting contributions is one showing that
genetic differences in drug metabolism (in the mouse)
are accurately reflected in fetal cell cultures. Another
presents evidence that catecholamines will enhance
neuronal and glial cell growth in cerebellar explants
(from the chick embryo); while preliminary results
(in the mouse) suggest that growth retardation induced
by opiates might be related to blockage of acetylcho-
line release. However, as was frequently pointed out in
discussion, relevance to the human situation is uncertain
and the paediatrician should not look to this volume for
practical pharmacological guidance. Nevertheless there
is much of interest here, and it is clear that this is a field
which deserves a great deal of skilled attention.

Metabolic, Endocrine, and Genetic Disorders of
Children. Vols. I, II, III. Edited by Vincent
C. Kelley and George A. Limbeck. (Pp. xxii + 572;
xxii + 569; xxii + 501; 800 figures + tables. U.S.
$125*00.) Hagerstown, Md.: Harper and Row.
1974.
Originally conceived as a 'small book for the student

or practitioner interested in the care of children',
Metabolic, Endocrine, and Genetic Disorders of Children
has grown into a three-part textbook with 69 contribu-
tors. After a general discussion on the nature of
metabolic disorders and chromosome abnormalities,
the first volume covers endocrinology. Abnormalities
of carbohydrate, amino acid, lipid, and pigment meta-
bolism make up much of the second volume, which also
includes sections on purine and metal metabolism and
renal tubular disorders. The title of the book has not
been allowed to limit the contents of the third volume,

which is largely devoted to the 'collagen diseases' and
disorders affecting blood, muscle, bone, skin, and the
cardiovascular system. While this subdivision into
three parts makes for easy handling, the reader who has
settled comfortably with Volume I on his knee may be
irritated to find that the 110-page index is out of reach
in Volume III.

Although some of the contributions are excellent, on
the whole this is a disappointing book. The Editors'
rather permissive approach to the team of contributors
has resulted in a somewhat unbalanced product which
gives the impression that the space devoted to each
topic has been largely determined by the author's
enthusiasm. 10 pages on obesity are followed by 39
pages devoted to porphyrin and pigment metabolism.
Variation in style and presentation, which is almost
inevitable in a multi-author book, makes it difficult to
get a feel for the text. More important, there is
considerable overlap of material presented in different
chapters or sections. Metachromatic leucodystrophy is
discussed in the section on lipid storage disorders
(Vol. II) and then reappears among the 'Fibro-chondro-
osteo disorganization' problems in Vol. III. Un-
fortunately, it does not appear in the Index. Un-
necessary repetition is particularly common in the
sections on adrenal and thyroid disorders which
make up two-thirds of the endocrine text.

It would be incorrect to describe this as a thoroughly
modern book, and the reader searching for up-to-date
information may be disappointed. Many of the chap-
ters seem to have been completed several years ago and
their reading lists contain few references to work pub-
lished after 1968. This is particularly striking in
fields which have advanced rapidly in recent years, such
as pituitary and hypothalamic disorders. The book
may also fail the clinician looking for guidance. For
example, he will search in vain for helpful advice on
antenatal diagnosis, the use of plasma concentrates in
bleeding disorders, or the long-term treatment of
phenylketonuria.

Metabolic, Endocrine, and Genetic Disorders of Children
aims to provide a wider discussion of topics than that
usually found in conventional paediatric textbooks.
In its present form, however, it may not appeal to the
reader who already has access to the more detailed text-
books available on paediatric endocrinology or metabolic
disorders.
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